Autonomous Bridge Crack Detection Using Deep Convolutional Neural Networks
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Abstract. Traditional image processing algorithms have a lot of limitations when dealing with crack detection problems. And the effect is not ideal if the classical deep learning model were used to detect bridge cracks directly. In order to solve these problems, a CNN-based bridge crack detection method is proposed in this paper, in which a feature extraction module based on aros space pyramid pool (ASPP) and depthwise separable convolution is designed. The former can obtain multi-scale image feature information, and the atrous convolution can provide a larger receptive field, so large-scale contextual information can be fused more effectively on feature maps. The latter can significantly reduce the computational complexity of the model and improve computational efficiency. The experimental results show that the method proposed in this paper achieved a crack detection accuracy of 96.69%, which is approximately 10% higher than other similar methods.
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1. Introduction

Bridges play an important role in daily life as a kind of transportation infrastructure. According to statistics, 90% of the bridge damage that occurs each year is caused by cracks. Therefore, detecting the condition of concrete cracks is critical to the safe use of bridges. The traditional detection method is mainly based on manual visual inspection, which not only has low detection efficiency, but also is difficult to guarantee the quality of inspection. In recent years, machine learning and computer vision technology have been successfully applied in the field of automatic crack detection [1–5], and have attracted more and more people’s attention.

Traditional crack detection methods are based on digital image processing techniques. Abdel-Qader et al. [6] proposed in 2003 to use four edge detection method to find concrete cracks. Subirats P et al. [7] proposed a method for extracting image cracks by establishing a multi-scale two-dimensional wavelet transform in 2006. Li et al. [8] proposed a FoSA algorithm in 2011 that used F* seed growth to connect crack target points as seed points to obtain cracks. Q Zou et al. [4] proposed a method combining seed point detection and tensor voting to obtain higher detection accuracy, but cracks may break. In 2015, Guan et al. [9] proposed the ITV-crack algorithm for detecting cracks using iterative tensor voting based on Zou’s method. As actual images often have large noise interference, these image processing methods cannot accurately identify cracks.

The concept of deep learning was proposed by G Hinton et al. [10] in 2006. Two viewpoints are put forward in the thesis: (1) The multi-layer artificial neural network model has strong feature learning ability, and the feature data obtained by the deep learning model has more essential representation of the original data, which will greatly facilitate classification and visualization. (2) For deep neural networks, it is difficult to achieve optimal while training, and this problem can be solved by layer-by-layer training. Later, SERMANET et al. [11] proposed Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), which uses image space information to reduce the number of training parameters, thus greatly improving the model training performance.

Deep learning can learn a deep nonlinear network structure, characterize input data, implement complex function approximation, and have a powerful ability to learn the essential features of data sets from a small sample set. Many computer vision tasks fully demonstrate the effectiveness of deep features extracted by deep neural networks. Deep learning, especially the Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) in deep learning, has achieved great success in image segmentation, video recognition, speech recognition, target detection, etc. [12-16] computer vision tasks. But deep learning has not been applied to the field of crack detection until 2016, L Zhang et al. [17] used...
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) for crack detection for the first time. However, since the method did not use strict criteria for positive and negative training samples, the detection accuracy was not high.

In this paper, we construct a concrete crack detection classifier based on CNN. The proposed method has the following contributions:

• The classifier we built is less affected by noise such as light, water stains and background shading, so it has good robustness.

• A defect detection model has been established in this paper, which can be widely used to detect other types of structural damage, such as delamination, voiding, spalling and corrosion, and has wide adaptability.

• We propose a new network feature extraction method based on ASPP module and depth separable convolution, which can be combined with the network to improve network performance and extract better image features.

2. Proposed Method

Bridge crack detection is essentially a classification task, which aims to judge whether a given picture contains cracks. Characterizing the image is the main research content of the task. To solve this problem, our proposed method is based on a convolutional neural network to train the pictures with given ground truth tag. This section describes the implementation of the algorithm and the overall structure of the network.

2.1 Data Preparation

According to [18], there is no unified bridge crack database in academia. Therefore, in this work, the bridge crack data set in [18] is combined and preprocessed to meet the needs of convolutional neural network training. The total number of original images is 2068, which was acquired by the CMOS area array camera that comes with the DJI Phantom 4 pro. The size of each original image is 1024 × 1024, and the final data set is generated from the original image by the following steps:

1. Since the original images all contain cracks, which is not conducive to our classification task. Therefore, each original image is cropped to a size of 512×512, and after the blurred image is removed, 6069 images are finally obtained as our data set. It contains 4058 crack pictures, 2011 background pictures, and the rate of crack pictures to background pictures is about 2:1. In the end, we used 4,856 images as our training set and 1213 images as our test set.

2. These images are further random cropped to 224 × 224 to meet the input needs of the Resnet50 network. At the same time, a network trained on a relatively small picture can scan any image larger than the design size [19].

The resulting data set includes a wide range of image changes for generating a powerful crack classifier, as shown in Figure 1.

![Examples of images used in training](image)

(a) fine images, (b) background shading images, and (c) strong light spotted images.

Fig. 1 Examples of images used in training. The presented images have 224 × 224-pixel resolutions:

As shown in Figure 2, our dataset also contains cropped images of crack locations at the four edges of the image space. In these pictures, the crack area only accounts for a small part of the picture. After passing through the CNN, the picture size is further reduced, so the edge crack is more difficult to be recognized by the network than the center crack. The use of such images can increase the
generalization of the network we train, because the proportion of cracked areas in the actual detection is usually small.

![Fig. 2 Pictures of crack at four edges](image)

### 2.2 Hyperparameters

The neural network we use is trained using the Momentum optimization algorithm. As small and decreasing learning rates are recommended [20], the network applies a mathematically reduced learning rate. There are 32 samples per batch during training, the momentum is set to 0.9, the initial learning rate is set to 0.005, and the weight decay is 0.2.

### 2.3 Overall Network Structure

The network structure we designed is shown in Figure 3, and the structure of the ASPP module is shown in Figure 5. The network uses Resnet50 [21] as the backbone. In this work, we developed a convolutional network module in which Atrous Spatial Pyramid Pooling (or ASPP) was applied to capture multi-scale context information. At the same time, a depthwise separable convolution is applied after each $3 \times 3$ convolutional layer of the ASPP module to reduce the computational loss and the number of parameters while maintaining the accuracy of the results. Our module can be inserted anywhere in the convolutional neural network model, and it can reuse the underlying image feature information.

![Fig. 3 Illustration of the architecture of the proposed ConvNet.](image)
2.3.1 Atrous Convolution

Modern image classification networks integrate multi-scale context information through continuous pooling and sub-sampling layers, resulting in loss of detail information about object edges and degradation of image resolution ([22],[23]). Since the crack detection task focuses on the crack edge information in the image, we introduce an atrous convolution in the network structure.

Compared to traditional convolution, atrous convolution (or dilated convolution) can provide a larger receptive field with a comparable amount of computation, thus enabling the extraction of more dense feature maps [24].

Let \( F : \mathbb{Z}^2 \rightarrow \mathbb{R} \) denote a discrete function. Let \( \Omega_r = [-r, r^2] \cap \mathbb{Z}^2 \) and let \( k : \Omega_r \rightarrow \mathbb{R} \) be a discrete filter of size. Then the discrete convolution operator \(*\) can be defined as

\[
(F * k)(p) = \sum_{s+t=p} F(s)k(t).
\]  

(1)

We then generalize this operator. Let \( l \) be a dilation factor and let \( *_l \) be defined as

\[
(F *_l k)(p) = \sum_{s+lt=p} F(s)k(t).
\]  

(2)

Here \( *_l \) is an atrous convolution or 1-atrous convolution. The familiar discrete convolution is simply the 1-atrous convolution.

Atrous convolution enables exponential expansion of the receptive field without loss of resolution and coverage [24]. Let \( F_0, F_1, \ldots, F_{n-1} : \mathbb{Z}^2 \rightarrow \mathbb{R} \) be a discrete function and let \( k_0, k_1, \ldots, k_{n-2} : \Omega_i \rightarrow \mathbb{R} \) be a discrete 3 × 3 filter. Consider applying a cavity filter with an exponential increase:

\[
F_{i+1} = F_i *_{2^i} k_i \quad i = 0, 1, \ldots, n - 2.
\]  

(3)

The receptive field of the element pin \( F_{i+1} \) is defined as the set of elements in \( F_0 \) that modify the value of \( F_{i+1} \). Assume that the size of the receptive field of p in \( F_{i+1} \) is the number of these elements. Then the receptive field size of each element in \( F_{i+1} \) is \((2^{i+2} - 1) \times (2^{i+2} - 1)\). The receptive field is an exponentially increasing square, as shown in Figure 4.

![Schematic diagram of atrous convolution.](image)

Fig. 4 Schematic diagram of atrous convolution.

2.3.2 ASPP Module

For bridge crack images, cracks usually only occupy a small portion of the picture. Therefore, in order to accurately identify cracks in the image, it is necessary to accurately extract the feature information of the crack, so in this work, the atrous spatial pyramid pooling (ASPP) module is used to obtain multi-scale crack characteristic information.

ASPP is part of the DeepLabv2[25] network proposed by the google team in 2017. Inspired by Spatial Pyramid Pooling (SPP) [26], it is parallel sampling with different sampling rates of atrous convolution on a given input, which is equivalent to capturing the context of the image in multiple scales, thereby obtaining multi-scale image feature information [27]. It has several notable features for deep convolutional neural networks: (1) ASPP uses multi-level spatial sampling, and [28] has
proven multi-layer pooling can effectively cope with object deformation; (2) Due to the flexibility of the input rate, ASPP can collect features extracted in variable scale. These factors can improve the recognition accuracy of deep neural networks.

A schematic diagram of the ASPP module used is shown in Figure 5. Three convolutional layers with different atrous rates were used, with atrous rates of 2, 4, and 8, respectively. In order to generate the result, the features extracted at each sampling rate are processed by separate branches, and the feature maps are bilinearly interpolated from the parallel network branches to the original images, and they are fused to obtain the maximum response of the location at different scale. Multi-scale processing significantly enhances performance, but requires computation of the feature response on all depth convolutional neural network layers for multiple dimensions of the input image.

![Fig. 5 Structure of the ASPP module we use.](image)

### 2.3.3 Depthwise Separable Convolution Structure

The depthwise separable convolution was first proposed by [29] and then used in Inception Models [30] to reduce the computational complexity of the first few layers. In [31], the MobileNet structure was further designed. By adopting the depthwise separable convolution method, the effect of reducing the number of parameters and increasing the operatn speed is achieved. The Google team's Deeplabv3+ [27] used a depthwise separable convolution structure with atrous convolution and demonstrated that the atrous separable convolution significantly reduced the computational complexity while maintaining good performance.

The depthwise separable convolution resolves the standard convolution into a deep convolution and a 1x1 convolution called point-by-point convolution, its calculation process is shown in Figure 6. Deep convolution applies a single filter to each input channel. The point-by-point convolution then applies a 1x1 convolution to combine the outputs of the deep convolution. The standard convolution filters the input in one step and combines the inputs into a new set of outputs. The depthwise separable convolution divides it into two layers, one for filtering and one for combination. This decomposition greatly reduces the amount of calculation and the complexity of the model.
For the convolutional neural network in this work, the addition of deep separable convolution can improve the computational efficiency of the network on a limited GPU, and on the other hand, it also saves computation time, thereby improving the effectiveness of the network in practical applications.

3. Experimental Results and Evaluation

All experiments were performed on an Intel(R) Core (TM) i9-7980XE CPU @ 2.60GHz CPU with 32GB RAM and NVIDIA 2080Ti * 2 GPU. The convolutional neural network is constructed by Pytorch.

3.1 Accuracy of the Pre-trained Resnet50 and Our Structure

To fully test the performance of our proposed model, we compared the performance of the un-pretrained Resnet50 with our model on the dataset we produced in 2.1. The experimental results are shown in Table 1. Experiments show that the accuracy of our model is 8% higher than that of Resnet50 without pre-training.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Models</th>
<th>Training Accuracy</th>
<th>Testing Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Resnet50</td>
<td>84.93%</td>
<td>73.78%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed model</td>
<td>85.83%</td>
<td>81.86%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2 Pre-trained Resnet50 and the Accuracy of Our Model

3.2.1 Comparison of Effects Placed on Different Layers

[32] proposed that pre-training becomes an effective method for initializing deep convolution networks when the training data set is insufficient. Since our network takes RGB images as input, we import the pre-trained model on ImageNet to initialize our model. We found that when the crack image was processed directly with the original Resnet50, severe overfitting occurred, which may be caused by the small training data set. Therefore, we introduce ASPP module and depthwise separable structures, which enable the network to obtain multi-scale crack information, while improving computational efficiency and alleviating over-fitting problems. At the same time, the ASPP module and the deep separable structure we built can be easily inserted into any convolutional neural network structure, which effectively improves the generalization performance and detection accuracy of the model.

In order to test which part of the Resnet50 structure the ASPP module and the depth separable structure are best placed on, we have conducted several experiments, the final effect of which is shown in table 2. The input_channels here refers to the number of input channels for our ASPP.
module, and out_channels determines the number of output channels for the depthwise convolution, as shown in equation 4:

\[
\text{depthwise_channels} = \text{input_channels} \times \text{output_channels}
\]

(4)

Table 2. Summary of model performance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Models</th>
<th>location</th>
<th>Training accuracy</th>
<th>Testing accuracy</th>
<th>Input and output channels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Resnet50</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>99.79%</td>
<td>93.65%</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>after conv1</td>
<td>98.41%</td>
<td>95.80%</td>
<td>in=64,out=4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>98.93%</td>
<td>93.16%</td>
<td>in=64,out=8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>98.50%</td>
<td>92.66%</td>
<td>in=64,out=32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed model</td>
<td>after layer1</td>
<td>99.03%</td>
<td>96.70%</td>
<td>in=256,out=4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>98.72%</td>
<td>92.75%</td>
<td>in=256,out=8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>98.19%</td>
<td>91.76%</td>
<td>in=256,out=16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>98.99%</td>
<td>91.76%</td>
<td>in=512,out=8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>99.35%</td>
<td>93.65%</td>
<td>in=512,out=16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>99.81%</td>
<td>91.92%</td>
<td>in=1024,out=4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>99.69%</td>
<td>89.12%</td>
<td>in=1024,out=8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>99.81%</td>
<td>87.96%</td>
<td>in=2048,out=8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>99.81%</td>
<td>88.29%</td>
<td>in=2048,out=16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From Table 2, we can see that our model obtained the best crack detection accuracy of 96.70% when inserting after Resnet50's Layer1, which is 3.05% higher than the original Resnet50. The number of input channels is 256 and the number of output channels is 4. At the same time, we found that when our model is placed at a higher level in the network, such as Layer3 and Layer4, the performance of the model begins to decline. We speculate that this is because the crack belongs to the underlying features of the image, so we can get better results when the information from bottom layer is reused as much as possible. And feature multiplexing in high dimensions is not useful for crack detection.

3.2.2 Comparison of Different Void Rates

From Table 2, we can find that when our model is inserted after Layer 1 of Resnet50, and when the number of input channels is 256 and the number of output channels is 4, then the best accuracy is obtained. The atrous rates of ASPP module are 2, 4, 8 respectively. In order to test the influence of different atrous rates on the accuracy of the model, we put the model after the Layer1 of Resnet50, and the number of input channels and the number of output channels remain unchanged at 256 and 4. The following experiments were carried out. And the experimental results are shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Comparison of model performances of different atrous rates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Atrous Rates</th>
<th>Training Accuracy</th>
<th>Testing Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[2,4,8]</td>
<td>99.03%</td>
<td>96.70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[2,4,6]</td>
<td>99.61%</td>
<td>94.31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[3,6,9]</td>
<td>99.55%</td>
<td>94.64%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It can be seen from Table 3 that the best results are obtained when the atrous rate is [2, 4, 8], and the accuracy of models with the atrous rate of [2, 4, 6] and [3, 6, 9] is slightly lower than it.

3.3 Model Evaluation

3.3.1 Evaluation Indicators

We use four evaluation indicators to evaluate the model proposed in this paper, namely the recall rate [33], the missed alarm rate, the accuracy rate and the false alarm rate [34]. We test 1213 images
in the test set, and calculate the four indicators based on the corresponding ground truth, and give the value of these indicators.

When calculating these indicators, we count the number of images instead of the pixel count. This is because when we do ground truth, we only mark which images contain cracks, which images are backgrounds, and are not accurate to pixels. Therefore, when evaluating, it is not accurate to the pixel level, and can only be counted and evaluated by whether the current picture contains cracks.

Several concepts commonly used in detecting problems are as follows:

(1) TP (true positive): refers to the total number of crack pictures classified as cracks.
(2) TN (true negative): refers to the total number of background pictures classified as background.
(3) FP (false positive): refers to the total number of background pictures classified as cracks.
(4) FN (false negative): refers to the total number of crack pictures classified as background.

The recall rate $R$ indicates how many true crack pictures (reference ground truth) in the sample are correctly classified as cracks, and its calculation method is as shown in equation (5):

$$ R = \frac{TP}{TP+FN} $$

The missed alarm rate $MA$ indicates how many true crack pictures (reference ground truth) in the sample are misclassified as background, and its calculation method is as shown in equation (6):

$$ MA = \frac{FN}{TP+FN} $$

The accuracy rate $P$ indicates how many pictures that are predicted to be cracks (reference output) are true cracks, and its calculation method is as shown in equation (7):

$$ P = \frac{TP}{TP+FP} $$

The false alarm rate $FA$ indicates how many true background pictures (reference ground truth) in the sample are misclassified as cracks, and its calculation method is as shown in equation (8):

$$ FA = \frac{FP}{TP+FP} $$

### 3.3.2 Other Detection Methods

In order to evaluate the CNN-based crack detection method proposed in this paper, we also introduce a method for comparison, which is crack detection method based on the convolutional neural network proposed by L Zhang [17] in the first section. In the article, the author used the CNN network structure shown in Figure 7 to train and detect the unprocessed original image. The network consists of four convolutional layers and two fully connected layers.

![CNN structure proposed by L Zhang](image)

**Fig. 7** CNN structure proposed by L Zhang

### 3.3.3 Comparison of Test Results

We evaluate the model proposed in this paper according to the evaluation indicators mentioned in 3.3.1. The comparison of test results of proposed method and the evaluation results of the original Resnet50 and L Zhang proposed structure are shown in Table 4.
It can be seen from Table 4 that the crack detection model proposed in this paper is superior to the original Resnet50 and the structure proposed by L Zhang in all aspects.

Compared with L Zhang's CNN-based crack detection model, the advantages of the model structure of this paper are mainly reflected in:

1. When designing the CNN network, considering that the first layer of CNN is usually used to extract image edge information, we use a 3×3 convolution kernel because the odd-numbered convolution kernel can extract edge features. L Zhang designed the first layer of CNN as a 4×4 convolution kernel, which violated the principle of extracting edge features of the first layer of CNN.

2. The number of convolution kernels of each layer of the Resnet50 used in this paper is increasing, which are 64, 128, 256 and 512 respectively. This incremental relationship ensures that each layer can obtain complete and effective feature expression. Compared with the model structure of 48 convolution kernels in each layer of L Zhang, this paper has more advantages in extracting features.

3. We add ASPP module to Resnet50, which samples parallel samples with different sampling rates at a given input, which is equivalent to capturing the context of images in multiple scales, thus obtaining multi-scale image feature information, improving the recognition accuracy of the network. At the same time, the use of atrous convolution can provide a larger receptive field with a comparable amount of computation, thereby enabling the extraction of more dense feature maps.

4. We add a depthwise separable convolution to the model, which greatly reduces the computational complexity and model complexity.

According to Table 4, the crack detection model of this paper has a great advantage in accuracy rate, which is 9.51% higher than that of L Zhang. This is mainly because the proposed ConvNets can extract crack features more effectively and distinguish cracks from non-cracks. At the same time, compared to the original Resnet50, proposed method has a lower false alarm rate. This shows that the situation of mistakenly identifying the background as a crack occurs even less in our method.

4. Conclusion

This paper proposes a bridge detection algorithm based on deep learning, which aims to accurately detect cracks in concrete bridges. Based on the Resnet50 network, this paper designs a feature extraction module based on Atrous Spatial Pyramid Pooling (or ASPP) and depthwise separable convolution (depthwise separable convolution). Our module can be inserted anywhere in the convolutional neural network model, which can better extract image feature information and improve model identification accuracy.
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